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SUMWARY

Charts are presented relating helicopter aerod~amio
desi~ variables to perfommnce in steady powered flight.
The flight conditions covered are hovering, climb, and
horizontal flicht. Helicopter speed and Mfting rotor
power can be found from the oharts for known values of
fuselage drag coefficient and an average effeotlve blade-
element drag coefficient 6. An abbreviated method for
estimating 5 from the airfoil polar Is explained.
Although the main emphasis of the report is on relat~ng
the design var?.ables to perfommnce, brief consideration
is given to tha effects of a number of secondary vari-
ebles, amon~ which are the number of blades, the rotational-
energy loss, and the blad~ sham. An approximate method
for estimating the acnditlons for blade stall is also
explained.

The use of the charts is illustrated by numerical
examples in order that computations oan be made for
particular problems.

INTRODUCTION

. Existing helloopter aerodynamic-perfozmame theory,
llke propeller theory, is useful for the correlation of
data and the selection of designs. The large number of
variables affeotlng helicopter perfomnance, however,
leads to computational difficulties. As in all such
cases, computation can be reduced by the use of graphs
showing the relations among the essential parameters. .
In the present paper, equations for such graphs am
derived and the use of the resulting charts for per-
fozmmnce computation is explained.
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me primary purpose of the report is to pressnt,
for numerical application, the relations among the
aerodynamic design and performance parameters. The actual
porformanoe of a given helicopter is influenced by a
numbar of secondary parameters, smy one of which has only
a small effect on tbe over-ail parformame but the
quantitative estimation cf which presents great dif’fl-
culties. When the design variables have been selected
for a Given helicopter, however, it is only by maens of
the secondary parameters that the efficiency of the heli-
copter can ‘h imnroved. For thds reason th~ secondary
parameters or eff’j.ciencyparameters are the proper subject
of basic helicopter resesrch. Since the efficiency
parameters used herein are for tha most part idoaiized
or neglected, the numrical results obteinod are con-
sidered to be only approximate in absolute value but to
give a true representation of tilerelatlons among the
design parameters. Tinerasults should theref~r~ he af
practical assistance in comparative performance studies.
The accuracy with which the performance must be predioted
in a gtven case will determine the extent to which th~
efficiency parameters should be investigated. At a
nurbar of nlsces in the report aeconda~’y parwnetsrs have
been briefly discussed. Only tho following should be
considered d6si~ p8rameti3rc:

Y b.el?.copterspeed parsmeter

Yt blade tip-speed parmeter

~ rotor-~owar load~.ngparameter

6 average effective blade-element dras coafftciont

cDf
fusel~~e drag coeffl.ciont

0 rotm solidity

The text of this pcper is divided, for convenience,
into mmbered sections. In section 1 G ger.oralequation
for the aenodynzmlc perforumnce of helicopters in stoedy
t’lig??tis derived from famlllar hiqlico~tor theory. In
sections 2 to 5 the ~eneral equation is applied to the
cons”’ruction of gr~phs for the solution of probloms in
hcrizc.ltal fli~ht and climb and the numerical applica-
tion or the charts is explajned. The spec+.alproblem
of’the ccnd.itions for blade stall in horizontal flight
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.-
“ii”oontii~ere~-In seot~on -6.- ti aeot%ona l..to-6 tie
problems have besn idealized by the use of an average -
effective blade-element drag coefficient and by neglect
of the rotational-energy loss and the loss due to flnf.te-
blade number. Methods for estimating these factors are
developed In section 7, Finally, in section 6, a numerical
example for a typical ilelicopter is worked out to 5.11us-
trate the application of the obarts and methods developed
in the report. The example is so arrangad that computa-
tions csn be made for a piven problem without referring
to the body of the report. Symbols are defined in the
appendix.

1. GENERAL THEOHY

A general equation for the aerodynam~.c perfcmlsnce
of helicopters in steady powered flight is dertved by
a procedure similar to thst of reference 1. First, an
e~ress~.on 1s written fm the power required to produce
a jet of alr thI’OUgh the rotor disk In the auaence of
blade drag. This pewer 3s a functl.on of the inclination
of the d?sk to the air stream. Thn angle of inclhmtlon
of the disk 1s then d~t~l”minml to provtde a horizontal
component of thrust equal to the component of the tot~.1
helicopter drag. Next, an expression is obtained for the
power increment arlsin~ ~rom tlie rotor torque due to
profile drag of the blades. Finally, the total power
required for flight is expressed in terms of fundamental
parameters.

Part of the rotor power is used for prod~clng a jat
of air; the ramainlng power 1s used in overcoming the
blade profils drag, that ie

(1)

wliere

P rotor power, foot-pounds per second

PI Induced pow6r (rotor powar producing thrust)

P& power lost in blade drag

~.

.-. --— . .—— . .— —.
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The power imparted to the thrusting jet is equal to the
thrust multiplied by the resultsnt velocity at the rotor
disk in the direction of’the thrust. {See fig. lJ

PI = T(v + v Sir!a) (2)

T

v

v

a

rotor axial thrust

induc~d axial velocity in the rctor disk

velocity of the helicopter alon2 ~ts flight path

angle betwocm r~tar disk and fligkt path

(3)

wh.er9

Y gross weight of the h!?ljcopter tinus thG .fuselago
11ft

Y angle between r~tor disk and horizon

A rctor-d!sk area

P um.ssdensity of air at altitude

Cnnbining equntions (2) und (3) and making use of
the relation ‘a = al + y Gives

‘@cDfA!v + V sin
‘2

a) sin a (L)
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tion (&) by the slmple”rexprasslon

5
Seotion 1

approximate equa-

. .

[(=?J v + V sin al + cos al 1t~Y)+~3cDrAsin2a1‘i (5)-. A

Raf’erence to figure 1 shows that

(6)

where

(7!

(a) The il:duced velocity ic neglacted.

(b) The velocity over the blade sections is
approxim.at.edby tho component normal to the
blade snd in tie plane of tne disk.

(c) The vGlue of %5 is approxiwatod by its com-

ponent In the di91c;that is, cos y = 1.

Altho~”h these approximations are 81.1optimistic, they
are considered to re~ult In a imgllglblc d~crcase in

I
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the total rotor power
fllght.

required by the
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helicopter for

For rectan~’alar blades and oonstant blade-element

where

b number of blades in rotor disk

~ blade chord

w angular position of blade in plane of rotation or
blade azimuth reasured from down-w!nd position
in dire~tion of r~totion

n rotor angulcr velocity

3 rotor disk radius

x
(2

radius ratio -~

r redins to a point on the rotor blade, feet

where

u rotor disk solidlty (~)

v cos al
P= *P

.

Also ,

(9)

(lo)

I
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Section 1

cDf helicopter drag-coe’k~cient “along flight path,
exclusive of rotor blades, based on rotor-disk
arep A

It follows from squations (6] to (10) and figure 1 that
for any steady flight conditjon

(ml,+’ “;;0— Oos al + CD) cos al
f

(11)

density of &dr at sea level and

pGram:tter,

1-

Y-=
./
v , AP

%q

Thert3for0,

(12)

The expression for tan y from equation (11) is sub-
stituted Sr.equation (~) to obtain pi tit~~,with pb from
equation(ii?),there is ulti.matel~ cbtained from equation {1)
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r ~ ~~~~~: A & ~ is equal to “550M~0
whore F is

w WP()

the “figure of merltff of Glauert (reference 2)0 In terms
of thrust and torque coefficients

where

CQ torque coefficient
(Q)pL7(S2R)2

()T
CT thrust coefficient —

pA(fiR)2

The use of approximation (b) In the derivation of
equation (15) results in sor~eerror. A more nearly exact
snalysis not involving assumption (b) has be%n made in
reference 3 from the results of w~lch it is concluded that
in equation (13) the coefficient of W2 should be auaroxi-
mateiy 4.6 instead of 3. W.tththis dhange, and for afi~
blade shapa, equation (13) becomes

550F= Y
L )[
~+ sin al + ‘~ CDf +

2
%1 + 4a@2)
4p3

where

6 rotor-blade average ef’fectlve
(3ee section Ta)

profile-dr~

(3 equivalent solidity

1COS3G1 (14)

coef’ficlent

The choice of the definition for a is based on tti
profile-drag power loss in vertical flight, where it apnlies

.
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exactly. That u is also a good approximation for horizontal..
flight is shown by the negligible “effect of blade ta-peron
the stalling limit aYt2 in section 6,

An expression for. v/V needed for the solution of
equation (J.4)Is obtained from the general momentum equation
assumed for the thrust of an “actuator disk” in reference 2

W=T= 2pAB%V (15)

in which B has been introduced as a correction for the
tip ei’feetdue to finite-blade number. Values of B are
derived in section 7c. The resultant velocity at the
rotor V? is the vector sum of the translational and
induced velocities

V,2 = (V + V sin a)~ + V2 cos2a (16)

Eliminating V! from equationa (15) and (16) and making

use of the definition Y =
i

~ AL gives
“,YPO.

r.——.v-= 2pOB2#. @2 + 2$ sin a + 1
v I

(17)

2. HORIZONTAL FLIGHT

Derivation.- In horizontal flight, Cos al = 1 and
equation becmnes

.’( I + 4.6P2
550~ = ~h + ~Yh3 CDfh + “6 4W~

)
(18)

Values of “ v@h in equation (18) may be obtained

from equation (17), If ~ sin a is considered negligible

‘h
compared with unity, equation (17) reduces to
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(19)

Fumerlcal application .- In the followlng explanation
of’a ~od for the numerioal solution of problems on
horizontal fllght the application of equation (18) is
shown, The power-loading parameter can be.expressed as
the sum of several contributions which are described,
together with graphical means for obtaining. them.

The induced power-loading parameter for horizontal
flight is given by the first term on the right of equa-
tion (18) and is represented by

Then,

Vh Yh
F1h=——

.’ ‘~h550 (20)

A plot of F1 against Yh
h

obtained from equations (19)

and (20) Is Qiven in fi@iF6 2,

The drag coritributions to Fh are given by the

last term In equstion (19). The total helicopter profile-
drag coefficient is represented in this term by the coef-

ficient of ~P#2jYh3, which Is separated into the part

coiltfibuted by the rotor blades
“& ‘d ‘hat

due to the rest of the machine CD s e fuselage-drag
fh

contribution to Fh may be represented by
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where Pf is the horsepower requiredr . .. ~p.%a .
Then, from equation ~(18),

Equation (21) is plotted tn figure 3.

Let the rotor-blade profile-drag
be represented by

where P. is the horsepower loss due
drag. I%om equetton. (18)

11

Section 2

to overcome fuselage
. . .. .

{a)

contribution to Fh

to blade profile

(22)

Yh
Su3stltuting in equtition (22) the value p = — gives

Yt

+) 06
‘cl = — (1 + 4.6p2jYt3~ 550

or
.

(23)

Equation (23) Is plotted in figure 4.

,
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It will be recalled that equation (18) has been
developed for an actuator disk and therefore does not
allow for the rotational-energy loss in the wake of
single-rotation rotors nor, with B = 1, for the tip
loss due to finite-blado number. These small effects
are evaluated in sections7b and ~c, respectively, In
terms of Fret, the increase in F due to slipstream
rotation, and Fb due

The summation of
in the order in wltich

to finite-blade number b.

the contributions to Fh gives,
they have been explalned,

‘h =Fi +Ff +Fa+Frot+Fb f24)
11 h

The numerical application of equation (24) is tllustr~ted
in section 8b.

The effect of blade shape in equatioil (24) has been
considered only insofar as the plan form.affects the
value of u used In calculating F6. Blade shape will
aleo have some effect on the induced power-loading
terms Fib, FPot, and Fb.

39 HOVERTNG AND VERTICAL CLIMB

.Derivatlon.- In vertical climb, sin c1 =land

equat~on (14) becomes

Likewise, from equation (17), “

(26)
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Ellmlnatlngm ,, . v#VY fromequatlons-----,-----. .-,., . . . . . .. .. --,.

The effect of the Induoed

Section 3

(25) and (26) gives
, .—-..

veloolty 2vv in increasing

the fuselage drag and, therefore the thrust has not
been allowed for in equation (27\. This increII#nt in
thrust is generally ~mall in hovering and decreasea with
increasirig rate of clflu,h.

~l?fects Of blade plan form and twist.- Equation (27)
does not include the ef’?ects of blade plm form and twist.
men the determination of thssc e.ff’ectsfor a particulem
blade is desired, elewnt calculations m~y be mad~. For
that purpose, blade-elemmt formul~~c are developed her~in
from the vortex theory of rai’erenco~. The Smell rota-
tion~l interference fnctor a! w3.11be u.eglected nr.d
the rotatlon~l--enarg

f
logs will ba covar~d In section 7b.

Then,from ret’srence In th~ notation of the precent
paper and with ml = ~,

d2T 9:2
—= —
d% 2 (g2X

COS ~ - cd
o

sin d) sec2Jf (28)

axx~51=—
dx 2 (c2X

8h ~ + ~do cOS $) ,.c2$

Also,

‘v + ~v !&Q&Cz cos~-cd sin~=
x o l+VV+VV ‘x

(29)

(30)

— . .-. —.
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where “.

l+ VV+VV= !aRxtan $
Vv (31)

and

c~ (=aex- $) (32)
x

For small values of $, these equations become approxl-
mately

~=e
2 ($Ctx + cd.

)

(33)

(34)

where

!36)

and equation (32) remains unchanged; then

c2X (= a ex - ~)

Eliminating Vv + Vv from equations (35) and (36) gives

Uxcjj

$2=- *4EL-tr~~-.v . (37)
v
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(38)

Solvlng for Oz from equ~tions “(32) and (38) gives
x

Algo, subst.itutl.n{gequatlor. (28) in equation (34) gives

F’o~blade-elermnt cslculntlons in vertical climb, equa-
tions (32), (33)s !3~:.)#and (~~) ap?ly ~nd in ~over~n$J
equstlons (33), (33), and (l!O). Sraphical inteqrat~on
over the rotor radius gives Cql and

CQ ‘
which me

related to th~ tip-sp60d parnmter and power-loatiing
parameter l~sedher~~n as follows:

/

Y. =---J=IJ %CT

F= P#QYt 3

(u)

(42)

In the application of the vortex theory it should
be remembered that the results obtained are subject to
such errors as arl.sefrom the assumption of Independence
of blade elements on which the theorg is based. This
assumption is believed to be satisfactory for the low
rates of axial advance and light disk loadings at which
helicopters operate,

— —

—
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Numerioal application.- As in the case of horizontal
flight explained in section 2, the power-loading parameter
in vertical flight can be expressed as the sum of several
contributions, which are described in this section,
together with graphical means for obtaining them.

The induced power-loading parameter for vertical
flight is represented by

The quantity Fi IS given in equation (27) by the sum

of the terms ind~pendent of d. Then,

.—

IllQOFiv = Yv +\ YV2 + .& Y3
+ ‘CcDf v (43)

Po13~ v

with B = 1,

loadlng parameter
‘v

equction (43) gives the induced power-
F, for an actuator disk In vertical

flight ● The quantity ‘Flv from equation (43) is plotted

ag~inst Y.: fn figure 5 for several values of CDf ,
v

cal~ulations ~ade for untwisted rectangular blades “oy
m.esm of the blade-element equat~ons (33) to ()@) show
an increase In Fi of approximately 6 perce-nt. :rtiS

v
therefore suggested in figure 5 that, for untwisted
rectangulm blties, ve.luesof’ Fi~ obtained from.the

curves be ircr~ased by 6 percent.
.

It will be notod from equation (27) that the profile-
drag contrfl.butlonto Fv IS given by equation (23)
with p = O; that is,

(4-4)

values of F5 may be obtained for known values of Y~
and ob from figure ~ with w = O.
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has been developwl for an actuator
thsrefom. allow for the rotational-. .

energy loss In the wal~e of single-rotation rotors nor,
with B = 1, for the tip loss due to finite-blnde number.
These small effects are evaluated in sectiops 7b and 7c,
respectively, in terms of ‘rot (the increase In F due
to slipstream rotation) and Fb due to ftnlte-blade
number.

The summation of the contributions to Fv gives,
in the”order in which they heve been expl@lned,

l?v=Fi +Fa+Frot+Fb
v

(4.5)

DerL’’ation.- The rate-of-climb parameter is defined
as

(46)

For known values of Y and al the power-loading

psrametar F correspondln.g to Y. is given by equEJ-
“

tion (14). When the power-loading parameter 1s known,
however, the rate-of-cllmb pareret:ar ~wy he obtalnod
conveniently as Q .functlonof t.kedifference between
the power-loading pararmters required in climb and in
hor~.zontal flight at the same values of y end of CD.,

Such a relation can be obtained by subtracting equa- ‘
tbl (loi’rove’~li~.tiOii@I-)● ~fore th$ :ggt~lcti on i~ madq #

it Is necessary to substitute v =
lit

in equa-

tion (4) and ~ = ~ in equation (1/3).
Yt Tho result

is
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(J‘h550\F - Fh) = Yc + ~ - ~ Y + lo150dYtYc2 (47)

Tn aquation (47) the last term is ccmsiderod negllgtble
for normal values of 06 and the equ~tion may ‘beused
&a

()55m-q J=Yo+ +Yi-h

The coefficient of Y in cquat~on (l@) 10 also small’
and may be satisf~~ctorily ccmputed from equation (1“7)
with sin a = s.?.nal. The physical significance of equa-

tion (48) is simply that the excess power required for
climb over that required for hor~zontal flight at tine
sam speed end dreg coefi’tcient CD* is equal to the

power necasaary to raise the ~ross ~eight of the helicopter
W plus a small correction for Llm chanEed induced. loss.

~?~~rj.~~1 ~p pllcatlon.- Equ&tion (~~) Is plotted in
figure 6 for several values of Y. l~se of figare 6 to
fifidthe rate of climb at any climbin

?
snoed necessitates

first that a value be found fOr Fh section 2), which
1s the power-loading parameter for the horizontal-speed
par~~ter yh equel tc the climbing-speed parmneter Y,

Theil, with the known value of 1?= ~
/

AP
v %%* calculate

F- F~ and read Y. from figure 6, interpolating to
the I&&n value of ““Y. A numerical example is
out in section &eg

5. SPEED FOR lJAXIMUW RATE OF GLT.MB

AND FOR MINTMIJWFOYER

worked

Derivation.- It is approximated that the best climblng
speed is equal to the horizontal speed for minimum power.
The oondition for mini-m’ power is the sum as for tinl-
lllllt?lFh with fixgd ~ # and fixed tip speed QR. From
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------ equatton (18),,.-..—

‘=& (, m) ++OCD,Y,3 + 1.15Po.&h= : (49)550 ~%

and, from equation (19),

d

()

Myh = ‘tih _
~h Vh 1 + 2(vh/Vh)2

(50) “

The condition for maximum Dower loading found by substi-
tuting equation (50) In equation (49) is

1.15Po~est (
O~Yt+la~~e#Df) = ‘h (51)

1 + 2(vh/vh)2

where %/Vh is given by equation (19) and ~est is

the value of Yh
r

=Vh ~$ for minimum Fh.

Figure 7 Is a nomograph for the soll~tlon of equation (51)-
Tho figure was constructed aa follows: At Ybest = O
a vertical scale of U5 Yt WaS lald Offo At ~est = 153
anotl.er ordinate of

u6Yt + 1.3(15~)cnf = @jyt + 2oocDf

was constructed in the same units. Equation (51) was then
plotted on these scales with the ordinate representing
a~Yt + l.3YbestCDf- ‘~ ‘olution for West ‘s at “ f
the lntert3ection:of bhe.ourve, (solid line) with

~-m—-.,...- ..
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a straight ltne (see sample long-dash line) from the
value of’ u&Yt on the left-hand scale to the value
Of .06Yt + 200CDP on the right-hand sc&le. In order

to extend the ra&e of the vert~cal scele, o second
curve of eqv.atlon (51) has been drawn (short dash)
based on ordinates ten tires as larqe as the vert3cal-
scale values shmvn in the fflgure. ‘i’iiqus~ of i~.gure7
~s g~lalncd In more detail on the page facing the figure,

Ihxnerlcal appllcatton.- In order to calculate the
maximum value af the rata-of-climb parameter” Ym It is
necessary first to find the best climbing-speed-parameter

‘best and the corresponding wwer-loadlng parqmeter Fh ,
Values of ‘best can be found hy weans of fi~ure 7. The

corresponding vulue of Fh 1s obtained from section 2
for Yh = Ybg~t” The value of Yc cen now bs detnmined
from section 4 and f.@ur9 6. A numerical example is
worked out in section Sd.

6. STALLTNG ZIWI’J’IN FCRIZOI:TAL FLIGHT

Derivatlon.- Stalling will occur first at the tip—. .
of the retreating blade of a rotor In horizontal fhght.
This stalling is consldgred a limiting condition for
satisfactory psrf’cmumce An respect to vlbretlon, control,
and effio~ency. In this sectton, the stalling limit Is
determined f~r rotor blades with linear tvdst and taper
with tkm ass-amptim of uniforl!laxial inflow veloclty vh

and without blade coning.

The analysis ia similar to that of reference 2
with the following changtis:

(a) ‘Ekedisk is tipped through the angle yh to
provide the horizontal force required for fl:@t In
addition to the angle ‘h/vh (see equation (19))
representing the effect of uniform induced inflow

(b) Elades with linear taper and twtst are Included

The elemental thrust of the rotor disk in horizontal
fli@t may be expreseed as
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v
tip#am- . . . . . . .. . . . .
d2T boX -

dxd$=~
Ra(ex - @ V’12

where

v“ = QR(x + p sin ~)

Also ,

21
Seotion 6

(52)- -

(53)

$. _b’LL_
(54)

~-+ sin v

where A/u ia the anzle between the rotor disk and the
resultan~” velocity -

Blade ta?er 1s represented by

where k is the blado linear

‘t?

the r~lation

(55)

+ X(l 1-k) ct (56)

taner ratio. The blade-
pitch anglo at any pnint on the disk is given by

e
x

=et+el(l-x)-e2 sin* (57)

where ‘1 js the angle of lin~ar twist and ‘2 is the

amplitude of harmonic pitch control.

The thrust coefficient is then obtained by substi-
tuting
use of

1 ma-ml

equations (53) to (57) in equation (52)-and making
the definition of C; thus,

I lmm~-, m w-m-mm.. m ,.,,..— . ,. ,-—.—.-.—-— .—
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.1
u= 4J CJXX3dx

o

Then

4CT l(L+x kX)X3 d~sz“- =
0

21T
1

H

d$ (k+x-kx)(x+p sin~)

[

2 et+el(l-x) -e2sinlJl-

4“

h
F

0 0
x+~dn

(58)J

Performing the indicated integrations yields

CT~L + k=%

[ ][
%.— ~+(l+2k)p2 +~ 3+k+3(l+k)#~

Ua 5 2L 5

The amplitude of cyclic pitch control ‘2
mined by the condition for *7o rolling moment
d~sk:

2TT 1

H

dCT
d~ — sin U dx = O

‘dx d~
Cl o

(59)

is deter-

on the

(60)

-.
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me “result.i-s. ~ ~ - . - --------

$ (3 + 2k)91 + 5(3 + k)et - 5(2 + k)k “
92=3 (61)

2(4 + k) + 5(2 + k)p2 “

The lift coefficient at the tip of the blade ie
given by

Cz (=Edt- 02 sin *
t

\

( ?%
CL )=El EJt+ ez -—
t l-# (63)

w mems of equations (59), (61), anti(63), values

2

()

a
of oYt ‘~ may be calculated for given values of

A\~ and ~ when Czt~ as 01, snd k have been

selected. For Khe values c~ = 1.5 snd a = 6, curves

2
t

of uYt Qgatnst h\v for several values of p are
plotted on the uppar gart of figure ~ with ‘1=0

, and k=l, that is, for untwisted rectangular blades.
The drbitrary choice of the conditions Ct = 1.5 and

a = 6 Involves funds-ntally the choice o: an absolute
angle of stall

Czt

a
1.

= -&= 0.25 ~w.m
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for use in equation (63) and of tb value a = 6 as the
coefficient of.—-- o in equation (59). Accordingly, the
results obtained apply to all values of a for which
%t
—= 0.25, provided that the value obtained for U is
waltl~lied by 6/a. The effect of linear twist is
illustrated in figure ~)where uYt2/looo is plotted

*
against the linear twist el for p = 0.3 and ~= 0.1.

Taper is shown in figure 10 to have a negligible effect
on the stalling llmit over the range of taper ratio
shown .

Tn order to use the stalll
Y

-llmlt curves in fig-
ure 8, it is necessary to find /p for each operating
gondition. From equation, (19), and (55),

Tn the lower part of figure 8, is plotted against

A/p for a range of values of

(~-2’)

wfth B = 1.
‘k

-. .—.-
Numerical applicatlon.- In order to calculate the

stalling limit aYt< It is necessary first to find the

value of A\p . This value may be determined by means
of the set of curves in the lower part of figure 8 for

a @veri value of 5+2CD. The stalling limit UYtz
f~

Is then read from the upper-part of the figure for the
given value of y. 2The value of U corresponding to the
stalling llmlt oYt may be compared with the known value

of a to find whether the given solidity is greater or
less than that required for a maximum lift coefficient
on the rotor blade (at the tip of the retreat ng blade)
of 105. The value of the stalting limit oYt3 corresponding
to a gtven Yt i’nayalso be obtained by making successive

approximations to a.
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m. . . . ~gure”-”8-is for uhtwlsted rectangular blades. In
order to find stalling llmlts at angles of attack other
than 0.25 radian and for blades with linear twist and
taper, charts similar to that of-the upper art of fi -

2 fure 8 can be plotted from equations (59), ( 1), and ( 3).
A numerical example illustrating the use of the charts
is worked out in section 80.

It should be noted that figure 8 has been constructed
for zero coning angle. The effects of coning are discussed
in reference 5, where coning is shown to increase ‘&e lift
coefficient at the tip of the retreating blade. A Simil~
effect of’blade radial curvature is shcwn in reference 6.
Thus, when figure 8 IS appliad to actual caning blades,
the stsllfi.ngangle of attaok is samewhat higher than the
value of 0.25 radia?nfor which the f’ifiurewas made.
Reference 5 also corrects the angle of attack at the
blade tip for the average tip-loss fcctor B by assuming
that the disk loading is effectively increased by l/E2.
l’hacorrection for tip @fSects on the retreattn& tlade
is not known, howev~r, and is p~ob~-~l~ cons~derably
different from the average correction for the disk. As
a result of’these bl~de-dei’le~t~on and tip effects, the
rathod that b~asbeen prssented hI?reiLl l’Or determining
the tip-staqllng limit does not spe~ify the actual angle
of atteck at which the tip will stall. Tha chief value
of charts L’.kef%gure ~ shoul’zbe In corrglatlng the
incidence of st~li with helicopter desjgn parameters nnd
operatir~ corldi.tions.

7. SUPPLEMENTARY TOPICS

a. Effective alade Profile-Drag Coefficient 6

Derivation.- A method of calculatin~ tlieprofile-
drag Dower loss of a rotor in forward flight is explained
in reference 7. The method involves calculation of the
blade-element engles of attacW at 360 stations over the.
rotor disk and graphical integrations along the radius
and around the circumference. R5i’erence7 also presents
contour maps of the angles of attack of the rotor-disk
blade elements for untwisted recbar,aular blades. .Exami-
nation of these contours suggests that some of the work
involved in finding the profile-drag power loss may be
eliminated by the use of an average effective blade .
profile-drag coefficient d, with the approximation
that the drag coefficient is constant along the blade
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snd equal to the value near the tip. This approximation
is suggested by the relatively smail change with radius
of’the average angle of attack per rsmlution Indicatad
by the oontour plots of reference 7. Use of the tip-
drag;coefficients as repressntatl.ve Is firther suggested
by the fact that the drag power loss is predominantly
determined by the tip dr&~ coGfficier,ts, as 1~ shown by
the weighting curves presented in figure 8 of reference 7.
Tkm dra~ pow=r loss ii alsa ghcwn by–equatian (8) to “
increase with nearly the cube of the radius for constant
blade drag coefficient.

The method presented hezwln for determln~ng t! is
based on approximations suggested by the foreSoing ccn-
sicieratlcns. The determlratton of 5 is made first for
uiitwisted rectangular bla~es neglecting axial inflow, iu
which cnse the an~le of attack a is constant alon~ the
rad~~s ~t varies with a~i~~~th ~ and tip-speed ratio
‘Theeffects of inflow and blade shape are thn briefly
considered. The metb.mi consists in calculating values
of the blads-alement litt cosff’icier.t CL as a function

of ayt2s Ps and * and uslnq
‘2

to read cd from

the airfo~l molar. The values of cd thus obta?ned

are thgn multiplied by ~:eightfng fact~rs and ‘.ntegrnted
graphically to find 6. In ard~r to find C2’ t% value
of @x is firSt obtained frmz equation (57) for x = 1

5F=1 = 6t - ez sin * (65)

where

e blade pitch n.gle at t.Lpand at azimuth w
X=l

‘t
blada pitch angle at tip and at azimuth V = O

02 amplitude of harnmnlc pitch control for lateral
balanoe of the rotor

Also, from equation (61), for
A

‘1=0’ ‘=1’ ‘dii=o’

16p9t

82=’
(65)

o + gpz
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where y Is the tip-speed ratio VE\QR .
. .... ...- ...

nom equations (653-~d ($~j, :

Similarly, from equation [59), for el = O, k = 1,
ho

and -.=
#

9

(67)

(68)

c.

The weighting factor will be obtained as

(70)

where Pa ~d %.% are ~jven In section 1. The result

of performing the &ifferentiation indicated in equation (70)
is then

.

,.. -, ,. , ,,
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(w Sln w + 1)4-(
Tv.r. = IL9in *)4

1 + 3&2

The value of ~ mcy be obtained gr.aphlcally as

z

?

-n
5 1 m.%)c~ dw=- m 0

:

1

[=J (Y’.FJc%d( &~)

o

(71)

!72)

In the uppe~ part of figure 3.1, W.F. is plotted against
y-~

for several velues of W.
Tr 2

Vlmerical =pnlication.- The curves of’ GC ~Yt2\100g

in figure 11 are ucad to calcul~te valves of c, for a

area .qnderthe rosulttng curve. SUCYL a curve is shown
%r bltid.eswith sectton profilein figure 13 ~soliclltne). .

varyln~ E.longthe radius, it is sug~ssted that the ~olar
for the se~tlon at x = 0.3 t.mused. The use 01 figure 11
is further explained on the pcge t~cing ths fig-~re.

Blade twist and the flow through the disk wI1l affect
the value of 5. Th6se effects occome exag~erat~d when
the blad6 loading is sufficiently htgh to ca’.lssthe blade-
elem13ntlift coefficients to reec~at~9 steealy rising portion
oi’tns drag-lift curve, that is, when the stalling limit
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. .--isappmqcha.dl .In sqcdh-ca~eesa more satisfactory approxt-
mation to 6 will be obtained-b$ ‘including the effect
of inflow. Fi ure 8 shows the effect of Inflo

f/p, on t’.~eatailing limtt
~yty an@e,

expressed aa for
constant ~. The values of Ct obtained from figure 11,

before being used to obtain valUeS of cd from the
n

airfoil-polar curve, should be increased in approximately
the same proportion as the rise in the stalllng-limdt.
curve from A- = O toothe value of ?#~ given by fig-
ure &. #

The effects of bladn ta~er end twist on b could
be handled in a similer mmnar but the dctezmination of
these effects is conslderlsd outside the scope of this
paver.

A numerical example Is worked out in section 8.

b. Rotatimal-Zner~y Loss

In figure ~, fi~-ure13Gof reference 2 is for oon-
vgniecce reproduced ~rlpart in terlxsof the parameters
of the gresent paper. Figure 1~ shows thg variation of
the fi~ure of merit M with CT in hovertng for the
condition of approximately constant sxial velocity along
the radius without prof~le drag. The “ideal” condition
of the actuator disk without sllpstrenm rotation is
represented by the horizontal line at M =@. The
difference between the two conditions on the graph,
therefore, represents the effect of slipstream rotation.
The difference can be translated into a correction ‘rot
to be added to the values of F for the actuator disk
as used herein.

It IS assumed that Fret is proportional to both

‘th and Fiv. In that case, from tha definition

1“
3.=—

55W%
(73)
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~t follows tnat

where, for vcrti~al flight,

VT + Vv

A =— —
ml

() -rvYv
= l+——

yt
(77)
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,-.+. -Sulvi.ng-equations (76) and (77) for bYt ,and us~~ the

expression (26).form vv/Vv yield
. .

. . ..-.---- . .

bYt “ :~,(+~~) (= 0.678 ~
.,. . .

(73)

Curves.of “B agatnst bYt for”several values

of liv are shown in figure 16, Also shown in this
figur6 are curves for several values of Yh.

.
curves were obtainad as follows:

In horizontal flight with T= O

vh ~~1
h=——

Vh ~t

From equation (79) ad the expression for %%

tlon (20)),
n

and

&d
for

For

The”se

(79)

(equa-

(CG)

substituting equation (80) in equation (76) gives

‘ih
E =1”- 745 —

bYt
(LI1)

function Fi is plotted against Y~ in fl.gure2

ctirvasof Bh against .bTt are plotted in figure 16
several values of Y~. -

““ bYt ~ an FvThe effect of r~mains to be determined.
convenience, the increase in F due to a finite
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,: :.%
number of blades is represented
tlon (27),”

. .

by Fb. Then, from equa-

in fi~ure. 17 t?raplotted curves of Fb agsinet bYk

From equetians (19) md (29),

(83)

Although ths theor~ thus eaplied to hori ~ontal fll@.t
wan ilerf.ved only for vertical cli”nb, i.t:s considered
satisfactory in view of the snelJness of l?~.

For a typical %lue of bYt = lCCXI, % = 0.9005
in hover~.ng or a correction on Flv of only 2 percent.

It ~ollo’::sthat but 1ittle Improvemer.t 1n aeroil.ynamlc
performance ccn remlt frrm Increasl.ngthe number of
blades without chsmeing the ~olidity.

8. EXA;JPLE

The method for calculating the performance of
hellcopters by means of the charts “that have been
developed b.erein is illustrated for a conventional
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“helicopter slmllar to the Sikorsky YR-4. In tkese
calculations the effact of blade skaga is not fully, .
awcounted for: The perf’ozmance chmacteristics to be . m
determined are:

(a) Power”riqufreilflfor”hovering”:” “ - ““”

(b) Pow;;o~fquired at v = O.~ (high-speed condi-
-.

(c) Stalling limit In high speed “ “-.~ .“

(d) Best climbing speed

(e) kaximum rate of climb

The following values are selected as the design
S“peclficatiorls:

. 2550
lie~llgihle

twisted 7°
“ “3.,..

● m.. 20
.,.. 1

Jrom the fore$aing valu9s, tl’=following essential
quantities sre”iirst calculated Sor subssquant use in the
performance calculations:

A = 113~

v’
-= 2;25
A

‘h
CDf

h
‘T = 0“01~6’ “
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+t” = “~. IrA P“
-—=520w “P()

,

and by graphical integration

a. Power Requfred for Hovering

The power required for hovering is calculated as
the sum of four contpibutlons. The condition of hovering
is treated as a llmiting case of vert~cal flight. Zxpressed
in terms of power-load5riC ~&r~J~te~s# .

Fv = F5 + Fi + Fret + F~
v

In order to find FS~ it ic necessary to find 3,
the avera~e effective blade profile-dr~g coefficient.

25@o=
0.056 x (320)2

= 0L4
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From the S3rfoil-,-..,.5 .. .... . . . .

From fifzure
in terms of -F6

polar (see fig. 12)
. . . . .

5 = 0.0122

4 the profile-drag
by

+ = 17.7

Therefore

0.056 x 0.0122 x 17.7

0.0121

Yv = O read

.— -

power loss is given

the induced-power-loss
blsde”s

= 3.0283

From figure 15 read at Y. = 320,u

‘rot— = 0.0115
F-4

35
Section 8

The rotational-cmergy-loss term Is therefore.
.

.,. .

F = o.oll~Firot v

= 0.0115 x 0.0280 . .

= 0.0003
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Prom figure 17 read for Yv = O at bYt = 960 the

blade-tlp-loss tarm F’~= 0.0006. men compute

Fv = F5 + ~iv + Fret + Fb

= 0.0121 + 0.0280 + 0.0003 + 0.0006

= 0.0410

From the dsfinttion of Fv,

calculate for the given val.uasof AsndT

157 horsspoweu required to hover

Ths value thus obtained spulies to untwisted
rect~ular blades. Such n calculation Is usaf:ul for
detarrdni.lg the eff~cts on hoverin~ or all the aero-
dyn.mwicdesign variables. Vhan Lha effects of blade
shape are of prl.mry ir.terest,however, blade-~lem.mt
computations may be nuad.eby equations (53}, (39), and (40)
and the thrust ~n.dtorqus coefficients ray be “found.by
.graph~.callnte~rction. ‘%en th?.sgrocedure iS followed
for the given tapered blad~ with 7 linear twist, it Is
found that tha Drofih-d@a~ 10ss is unchanged but

% v = 0.0273; that is, by the short method the induced

loss calculated is too large by ~ percent. The power
required for hovering is then 15L} instesd of 157 horsepower.

1
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T41s cpmpar~son dQ9S not take into-account the change in
fuselage.down lo&d-due to the changed rotor=slipstream
velocity distribution. It 1s noted; however; that
improvements in.blade design which decrease the induced-
power loss must Increase the downwash.through the central
portion of th6 roto$.dls~ benqatb mhich Is generqlly

: located the.widest part”of ~he.fuselage. The resultln~~
inorease $n ’fuselage vertical drag .tends to reduce the
net gain from.improved disk loading”.

..

When the “effect of bldde shape on hovering perform-
ance Is ta be determined, the itidticed-power-loading
term I?iV should be obtained From element calculations

but the profilg-dra~ loss as determined from 6 Is
generally satisfactory.

b. Power Required for High Speed

The power required for high-speed horizontal fli~ht
is calculated as the sum of five co~ltributions. Expressgd
in terms of power-loading par&meters,

whero the contrflbutior.sare due, respectively, to rotor-
blade dra~:,fuselage drag, axtal-influced loss, rotat?.onal-
ener~ loss, and tlade-ti~ loss due to a finite number
cf blades. Iilthe example, these contributions will be
calculateti and totall.od.

In order to find F’6, it is necessary, as in the
case of hovering (section 8a)ito find ~. From figure 11,
fcr p = 0,3, read values of uczYt2\1000 at a number of

* *=Gtol.abscissa stations from ~ - For each station

calculate Cz by use”of t~ given value of

C@~ooo =0.056(32012
1000 ~

= 5“74
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For ea”ch,Value of ‘6Z thus’,obtained, read cd . from

the airfoil polar (fig. 12) and multiply each ~alue
.Of’.cd by the welght~ng factor T*.F. read from the

upFer ~et of curves for v = 0.3. Then plit theie
products against the abscissa and integrate graphicall~.
The result is 5. For the given blade the curve of
(??’.F.)c~ is shown by the solld-llne” curve.in figure 13
and fro~.”the area under the curve 5 = 0.01210 In the
determination of 6 in the maiiner just desc~ibed, the
effect of the inflow through the rGtor-disk has been
neglected to simplify tb.eexplanation. Then this effect
Is to be considered, the arocedure for find.in~ 5 is. .
altered, as explained tn saction 7e, In
manner:

Calculate tk.evelus.o.f Q + ~qD
P f~ ‘

tilevalue of 5 faundfor hovering m~y
used bacause the final ileteru..netior,of’
fli~~t is relatively insensitive to.the
use?, at this point. Tlxm.,

the ~oliowing

In tkls case,

be convenicntlv
5 for hoi’izontal

appr~xiwate value

-+2C

(. )

= 0.054 x 0.0122
Dfh

+(2.x ().0176)
P 3“3 —.

,
.,

= 0.0375 ““ “ .“

Calculate ‘h = Pyt = “96 and then interpolate between

the curvas,of Q + 2CD .Ia the lower”part of figlm-e8
‘my fh

to the value 0.@375 and at ~h = 96, procesd upward to
the curve of # = 0.3 in the2upper ~art af”the graph and
read the.stalling li~.it oYt . = lQ7~m F’or tne SW.3 curve

h = o, oYt2 = 3500.of v read also at Thfiratio of
P2

these twowaluss of oYt 1s nortg be used as a factm
to increase the-va~~=” of c.

i’
.a~ta$ned from the lower

part of figure 11. The rcsu ting c~ve ~f (%.F.)cd
o

is shown Wqhed ~n..fi@re 13 and gives.the value
6 = 0.C127.

‘~
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. --- ,. .,, From figure’~ read f~ Yt -= 320.

Fd
4 =17.7

a8(l + 4.6v21

Therefore, the profile-drag power loss is given b~

I?f=j ( )= 17.705 1 + lL.6p2

= 17.7 x 0.056 x 0.0127 X~ + 0.41)

= o.ol~8

l?romfigure 3 rewi,for ‘h = pY~ = o.~ x 320 = 96, the

quant+.t:r

‘fh
—= 1.77
cDfh

&

Therefore,

~fh = lo77cDfh .

= 1.77 x 0.0176

= 0.0312

From f’lgure2 read the induced-power

Fi = 0.0040
h

10ss for Y~ = 96
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l?~ot
From fisure 15 read.qt..Yt .=.,32.0s. ~ = OS0115 ~d

hence tke rotational-energy-loss teti~is

Fret = o.ol15F; ‘
--h

0.0115 x 0.0040

0,00005

which is ne.gllglble in comparison with ‘h “

From fi~ure 17 for b-ft= 3 X 520 =

Y=o the tip-loss te~l

‘b = 0.3006

Then, find the suw “

= 0.0178 + 0.0512 +.o.oo~c +
. .

= 0.0536

From the clefinttion of ph.,

calculate for the ~ivon v~lues of

960, read for

0+ 0.0006

= 0.053$ x 2550 x 1.5
. .

= 205 horsepower

-
I
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This Dower is.reaulred by the rotor in horizontal flitit
u.-

at “V:”=-0.3, ”tha~”is,”.at”98miles

co Stalling llhnitIn

~n order to estinate whether
solid~ty to avoid stalling la the

per hour.-

I?lghSpeed

a rotor has sufficient
high-speed flying

condition, the stalling l~rrttis calculated by means of
a chart similar to ftgun 8. The upper part of figure 8
applles only to untwisted rectangular blades. The effeots
of linear twist and taper are illustrated In figures 9
and 10, respectively, for the condition p = 0.3

end ~= 0.1. Also, graphs similar to the upper part of

figur= 8 can be constructed for any combination of linear
twist aridtaper by vsans of equations (5~), (61), and (63)
develocefi.in section 6. For other blade shapes it may
be possible to ohta.tnanalytic solutions for the actual
bla~e twist end taper,ss vus done In section 6 i’orthe
linear she~es, or It may ‘M desirable to obtain some
exper~vental points and to fair in curves for an approxi-
mately equivalent linear twist and taper.

Tn the present example, the stailin~ limit is
deterr.ined for untwisted blades oi’the equivalent solldltya
of the blade sketched in figure 18 in order to illustrate
the use ot the type of chart of figure ~. The procedure
follows: calculate Yh = #yt = 96. Also, with the value
of 6 obtained from section 8b for high-spsed flight

Cm 0.056 x 0.0127—=
w 9.3 .

& + 2CD = 0.0023 +(z x 0.0176)
f~

= 0.0375

.-
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lt!hestalling linrltcan now be read from figure 8.

Interpolate between the curves of ~+2c
Df~

in this

figure to the value 0.0375 snd at ~ = 96 proceed

upward to the curve p = 0.3 in the u~per part
&ra@L ~d r@d the stsll~n~ ltnit ayt- = @70J
Yt = 320, 0 = o.o@.

Since this value of a is some 25 percent

of the
Tor

smaller
than the given value of C.056, the given blade solidity
is sufi’+.cientlylarge to avoid stall. liote that iig-
ures 9 and 10 show that the effects of twist and tqper
are to lower the stellin~ limit still further. As
explainad in sectior.6, figure 8 should be regarded as a
means of estimating relatjve tendency to stall and not
as determining the sctuai opere.tlng condition at which
stall occurs.

The best-climbing-speed pcrameter ‘best is given

in fi~re 7. In order to use this figure it is necessary
to calculate u5Yt In which the value of 5 is for
horizontal flight at the best climbing speed. The val.u9
of 5 = 0.0122 obtained for hovering in section 8a nay
be used satisfactorily because in this example 5 varies
only slightly with p and increases to only 0.0127 at
v = 0.3. Then,

CJi3Yt = 0.056 x 0.0122 x 320

= 0.22

Also,

200CDfh =200 x 0.0176

= 3.52

~~yt + 200CD
fh

= 3.74



A stra%
P

t edge is then laid on figure 7 passing.. 08’~th~~ ~ = 0.022- on the ‘ldft-hsnd sc~le azzd

(~ udyt + 200CD
10 )

= 0.374 on the right-hard scale.
fh

The=lntersectlon with the dash-lhe curve 1s at
The first approximation to p 1s, there-‘best ‘Y$~{” 40 4 0 126

fore, With this value of’ p, a
Yt = 32’0 = “ “

second approximation to 6 could be calculated for use
with figure 7 by the procedure of section ~b but, as
in thts case, the first approximation is usually sufficient
because the increase ir. 3 with ~ is small. The best
cllmbing speed is t?.eref.are

= 6@.6 feet pGr second

= hl.3 miles per hmr

~= rate of climb is obtained from figure 6 and the
maximum rate of climb is obtained with Y = Ybest. From

sect~~n ~d, ‘best = !40.4. The value of Fh for

‘best = ‘h = @.~ Is obtained by a procedure similar to

that of saction Sti. ~Le result is

)

(
m the assumption

tl.at C~f = Cnfll

Fh =F~+Ff +F~h+Frot+~b
h

= 0.0156 + 0.0026 + 0.0093 + o + 0.0006

= 0.0281

“~

.

— -. .— — —
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Also,if tha evallable rotor power Is assumed to be
200 horsepower,

!/PAP
F= --—

wwP~

200=
25@@z5 .

and

F - Fh = 0.0523 - 0.02s1

= 0.021!2

From figure 6, read Yc l~r Y = yhe8t = 40.4;

Yc = 13.5. The maximum rate cf cllrb is therefore

= 13.5$-

= 20.25 feet per second

= 1215 feet p6r mtnute

Ii terms of ~owsr-load!ng p~rameters and speed parameters,
both Uf vihichare functions of tke rotor d~sk loading.
The ~elations among these pmameters have been plctted
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for various conditions of steady powered flight to
reduoe the labor necessary to use them in numerical per-
formame computations. In a concluding numerical example,
sample oomputat%ons, tiloh may be used as a general guide
for other calculations, are worked for a conventional
type of helicopter:

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va.

-,

.“
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A

a

af

B

b

c

Cdo

Cz -

CT

D

Ii

Fb

‘rot

“-APPENDIX

sYmoLs

rotor-disk area, sq ft

()c J.
slope of the lift curve

q

rotational lntsrference” factcr

factor applied to roto~-dls!c diameter to allow for
blade-tlq effect dtioto finite-blade number

numbar of blades in the rotor disk

blede chord
([2X

=k+x(l-
)

k)]Ct

helicopter dri
$

co-fftaient alo~ flight path,
exclusivs G rotor ~lbdes, based on rotor-disk
area A

rotor-blade-olemerlt profile-drag coefficient

rotor-blwle-elemmt lift coefficient

torque coefficient

()

.L
PAR(~R)2

thrust cnefficier.t

(

T
CT=—

PA(0?)2

1 )-=
PoYt2

helicopter dr~, lb

Incroass in i? clueto finite-bl~de number .

increase in” F due to ~lipstroam rotetlon
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P
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a

R

r

rl1

v

v

V1

Vt’

Vc

Y

W.F.

x

Y

Y.
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fuselage equivalent flat-plate area-based on unit-
drq~ doefflol~nt,--sq ft ~

blade linear taper ratio

()1figure of merit —
550~

rotor power, horsepower

rotor power, ft-2b\sec

rotor torque, lb-ft

rotor-disk radius, ft

radius to a point on rotor blade, ft

rotor axial thrust, lb

Induced axial volocit
7

in i“OtOrdisk, ft\sec
(positive downward.

velocity of the helicopter Plang Its fllght path,
ftlses

resultant vdnd velocity through the rotor disk,
ft.lsec

resultant velocity of a rotor blade element, ftjeeo

rate of climb, ft/sec

gross weight of the helicopter minus the fuselage
lift, lb

weighting factor

()
radius ratio ~a. # \.-

0 )helicopter velocity parameter V ;: ‘

(r)

AP
of climb parameter Vc F%helicopter rate
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angle between

angle between

flight path and horizon, radians

rctor

angle

rotor

rotor-bl ads c.vara~e
Plcflent

blade-element pitch

(
‘et + 91(1 - xl -

disk md fli@:t path, radians

of attack. fron zero lift,

disk and horizon, radians

effective protile-drag coef-

mgle, ,rsdiaas

blade tip angle at za?o eziwuth, radl~s

angle of lines.rtwlst of the blade, radlam

arJplittiG of lzarmcmic ~itch control for lateral
balar.ce of the rotor, radiuis

~uositive downward )through rotor disk ..

ratio of the horizontal component of speed of the
helicopter to the rotational tlp speed of the
rotor

P mass density of alr at altitude

PO mass densit
i

of air at seo level
(0.00237 SIUg\CU ft)
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* .. . . . .. .. . ,

a (equivalent solldity a = ‘=4

1

0Gxx3dx

o’

angle of inflow, radians

w blade azimuth measured from down-wind posltlon in
direction of rotation, radians

f) rotor angular velocity, radianstsec

Subscripts:

f due to fuselage drag

h for horizontal fllght

1 induced

t at the blade tin

v for vertical flight

x for the radius ratio
(:= ‘)

6 due to blade profile drag
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Figure 2.- Induced power-loading parameter in horizontal

flight Fih agi3inSt, horizontal-speed parameter yh.
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Figure 3.- Chart of ‘fh/cDfh against horizontal-speed

parameter~~.
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parameter yh .
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Figure 6.- Chart for finding the .rate-of-clirnbparameter Y=.
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HOW TO USE FIGURE 7

In ordorto findthehorizontalspeedformaximum
powerloadlng,calculatea6Yt where

0 rotor-disk equl.valentsolldlty (For rectangular

blades, u=% at x = 1; for other blade
1

plan forms, 0=4

J)

oxx3dx
o

6 rotor-blade average effective profile-drag coef-
ficient

i
li~

Yt = ‘R w PO ‘here ‘R = rotational tlp speed, fps

Calculate 200 CDf where

cDf helicopter drag coefficient In horizontal flfght
excluslve of rotor blades, baaed on rotor-disk
area A

Lay a etraight edge from the value of IS6Yt on
the left-hand scale to the value of ~6~t + 200 CDV on

the right-hand scale and read, as Illustrated by t~e long
dashed lines, the lnteraectfon with the solid curve on

dAP
‘he ‘tale ‘f ‘best = v ~ g, where V is the horizontal

speed In feet per second for maximum power loadfng. In
case the value of ubyt + 200 CDf is greater than 0.6,

read the vertical scalea times la and use the short-dash
curve tO ffnd ybe=t.

The use of figure 7 Is Illustrated by a numerical
example In section 8d. The equation of the figure Is
derived in section 5.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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HOW TO USE FI~RB 8

The SollllftyO on the figureIs for rectangular
bladea with a Mft coefficient of 1.5 at thetlp or the
retreatingbladein horizontal fllght. The f@ureJ ill
read as SO11OWE:

cd~uhte Yh = rVh # ~ where ‘h iS the hori-

zontal apeod in feet pm second.

Caloulate

u
‘y+2cDf(=Tj+

equivalent aolldity

8 rotor-blade average eXfectlvo profile-drag coeffi-
cient (ace fig. 11)

u ratio of the speed of the holiaoptor to the rotational
tip speed of the rotor blades

cDfh hallaopter drag eoeffloiamt in horizontal fllght,
oxolualve of rotor bladoa,baa.ilon rotor-
dlak area A

Road the flguroaa shownby
the chart with tho value Or yh

acaloandfra theourvtof
(

~
P

the daalled llnea, entering
on tkm lowor left-hand

+ ‘CD
)

projecting
fh

upward $o the curve of p ●rid-readingtke requlmd value
of tYYt on the left-hand scale. l’!ben,If the value o

computed from oYt F-2 with the known value of Yt=QR ~~
w PO

Is larger than the given 0, the bladea are too narrow
for a tip llft coefficient of 1.5. The value of u
required for a llft coefficient of 1.5maY be obtained
by suooemslveapproximations.

Theus. of figure8 la Illustratedby a numerical
examplein aectlon8c. ~e equatlonaor thefigureare
explalnedin section6.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMNITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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Figure-8.- Chart for determining the stalling limit uYt2 f~r
untwisted rectangular blades.
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Figure 9.- The stalling limit wYt 2 against blade

linear twist for @ = 0.3 and A = 0.03.
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Figure 10.- The stalling limit oYt2 against.blade linear
taper for p = 0.3 and A = 0.03.
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HOW TO USE FIGURE 11

In order to find the effective profile-drag coeffi-
cient 6, flr8t read from the figure values of oclY/

and ‘U.F. for several statlona along the absclsaa

f,onl ($ -~)= O to 1 and for the appropriate value

c1 rotor-blade-element lift coefficient

‘t rotor tip-speed parameter
(Yt = Q,fi)

IJ ratio of the horizontal component of speed of the
helicopter to the rotational tlp speed of the

( )v Cos al

rotor IJ =
.QR

From the known value Of oyt2, compute c1 for each

station selected. From the airfoil polar for the blade
section at the 0.8 radius, read values of the proflle-
drag coefficient cd corresponding to Ct

n
and plot

“*(W.F.) cd. .aga~IISt ~ - ~ as Illustrated in figure 13.

The area under this curve is the value of 5.

The use of figure 11 is illustrate by a numerical
example of section 8. The equations of the figure are
explafned in section 7a.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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Figure 11. - Chart to be used in determining the effective blade
profile-drag coefficient 8.
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Figure 12.- Airfoil t3eCtiOn profile-drag coefficient c&

against lift coefficient for rough conventional aecti~n ‘

(adapted from figure 1, reference 7, with a = 5.851.
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Figure 13.- Sample graph for finding S. uYt2 = 5740; # = 0.3;

airfoil polar from figure 12.
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Figure 14. - cOITiparl SOn of optimum rotor, without blade
profile drag, with actuator disk, (From reference 2, J
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Figure 18. - Sketch of sample helicopter blade. Linear twist, 7°.
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